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NAME: Matt Crews STUDENT NUMBER:  3 

Web Design (3rd ed.): Chapter 1: Environment & Tools 
and Appendices 

Save this file in your WD folder, and then follow the instructions below. 

PART 1: Chapter 1: Read the chapter from the WEB DESIGN textbook, and then fill in the answers to these 
questions in the row after the question. 

 Definitions: Briefly define the following terms: 
1. Internet 2 A major cooperative initiate to increase the internet’s possibilities and solve some of its 

challenges. 
2. IRC People can exchange text or multimedia messages in real time. 
3. Blog Online Journal 
4. MMOG Massive Multiplayer Online Game 
5. e-commerce Electronic commerce, online business 
6. wiki a group of related webpages 
7. PSTN A worldwide telephone system that handles voice oriented telephone calls 
8. dial-up line temporary connection that sees one or more analogue telephone line for communication 
9. ISDN set of standards for digital transmission of data over standard copper telephone lines. 
10. DSL Digital subscriber line, transmits at fast speeds on existing telephone lines. 
11. T1 The most popular T carrier, extremely fast data transfer rate 
12. T3 Used by large companies and service providers connection to the internet backbone. 
13. CATV nonstandard dedicated telephone line that allows home or business users to connect to the 

Internet over the same cable as television transmissions 
14. fixed wireless offers internet connectivity for users who do not have access to DSL or cable 
15. ISP Internet Service Provider 
16. domain name A text version of a computer’s numeric IP address 
17. HTTP Hypertext Trans Protocol transmitting webpages over the internet 
18. Protocol the HTTP 
19. SEO Search Engine Otimization 
20. Portal websites that offer a starting point for accessing information 
21. HTML the coding language used to create websites  
22. XML The extensible markup Language, uses both predefined and customized tags to facilitate the 

consistent sharing of information 
23. XHTML Extensible Hypertext Markup Language, smartphones 
24. WML Wireless Markup Language, used for microbrowsers on handheld computers. 
25. CSS Cascading Style Sheets 
26. Intranet  A private network within a large organization 

2. Describe several differences between a personal web site and a commercial web site. 

Commercial websites promote and sell products. Personal websites allow you to show employment credentials, 
meet new friends, or share common interests. 

3. a. What is a scripting language? Programming languages used to write short programs called scripts. 
 
 

b.  List 3 popular web scripting languages. JavaScript, Active Server Pages, and Hypertext Preprocessor 
 
 

4.  a. What does WYSIWYG stand for?What you see is what you get. 
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b. List two WYSIWYG software applications. Adobe GoLive, Adobe Dreamweaver 
 

5. List and briefly describe 6 different web design jobs which may be found on a web design team. 

Context Writer – create and revise the text. Webpage Designer, - convert text, images and links into Web 
pages. Web artist – you create original art such as logos Multimedia Producer – you design and produce 
animation, digital video and audio to a website.  
 
 

PART 2 Appendices: Go to the back of the WEB DESIGN textbook and look through the appendices, and then fill 
in the answers to these questions in the row after the question 

1.  a. What kind of information is found in Appendix A? Design tips 
 

  b. How can this information be useful to you as a web designer?  All of these will help your website be more 
successful and appealing. 
  
 

 c. What tip does the textbook give regarding “Unity and visual identity”? 
Use consistent alignment, branding elements, and a common color scheme across all pages at the site 
 

2.  a. What kind of information is found in Appendix B? 
HTML Tags and Attributes 
 

b. What do the following “tags” do in an HTML program? 
<html>  Indicates the start of the HTML document 
<form> Marks the start of a Web page form. 
<link>  Establishes a link between the HTML document and another document 
<style> Encloses embedded style sheet rules for use in the HTML document 

 

NOTE: Some of the tags in Appendix B are “deprecated” in HTML 5, which means that although browsers still support 
them, usage by web designers in discouraged. We will use the tags indicated in your VQG textbook which are HTML 5 
compatible. 
3. a. What kind of information is found in Appendix C? Cascading Style Sheets 
 

 

b. What are the benefits of CSS? 
 You can make global changes to a web site, significant control over typography, and separation of structure 
and presentation 
 

c. Describe these CSS style types: 
    1. inline style Inserted within the individual HTML tags 
    2. internal style sheet Inserted within a page’s HTML heading tags 
    3. external style sheet Linked to Web pages with an HTML tag 
 
 

d. Suppose you would like the h3 heading Ten Tips for Training Your Puppy to be in red on a web page. 
What is the entire inline style HTML tag line to do this? 

<h2 style”color:red”>Ten Tips for Training Your Puppy.</h2> 
 

PDF: When you have completed this assignment, save this file as usual, then save as a PDF file in your WD folder (press 

F12 for SAVE AS, then choose PDF from the SAVE AS TYPE dropdown list).  

NOTE: You will upload your PDF file, share with your instructor, and link to your index page when you have learned to do 
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this. 

 


